Pontiac transformer

Introduced a year before the second-generation Chrysler minivans , the Pontiac Trans Sport and
its counterparts marked an industry shift in the minivan segment towards adopting the form
factor used by Chrysler. While the APV vans had a unique front-wheel drive, transverse-engine
chassis, they did share mechanical commonality with the W platform sedans. For the model
year, Pontiac renamed the Trans Sport the Pontiac Montana , after an exterior trim package
introduced in The Trans Sport and its siblings were created by General Motors to compete with
the Chrysler minivans and followed the Chevrolet Astro and GMC Safari, which had used a
body-on-frame , rear wheel drive truck platform. In accordance with those brands' images, the
Trans Sport was targeted at sport- and style-oriented buyers, while the Lumina and Silhouette
targeted the value and premium markets respectively. A Trans Sport concept was first
presented in , with futuristic styling, gullwing doors, a built-in Nintendo Entertainment System ,
and a glass roof. The concept was well-received, and a production Trans Sport was approved in
Most of the concept's more salient features were not translated to the production model. The
Trans Sport, along with the Lumina APV and Silhouette, rode on the U-body platform and was
constructed from a galvanized steel space frame , featuring dent and rust resistant polymer
plastic body panels on the side and a galvanized steel roof. The Trans Sport had three seating
options: five-seat three removable bucket seats in the second row ; seven-seat adding two
removable bucket seats in a third row and six-seat configuration, with two bucket seats per row.
Air suspension was offered as an option. The Trans Sport featured the first powered sliding side
door in a production vehicle; this was initially intended to debut in , but was pushed back due to
technological difficulties. The Trans Sport also added a driver's-side airbag in For model years
and , traction control was optional with the engine, and became standard in with the 3. A focal
point of the U-body minivans at the time of their release was their styling. The Chrysler
minivans with which they competed had more traditional, conservative styling cues, and GM felt
that there existed an untapped market for a sport-styled van. This styling was received
negatively by automotive critics, and the vans came to be called "dustbusters" colloquially,
after the handheld vacuum cleaner of the same name. Moreover, the unusually long and harshly
sloped windshield, and resultant long distance to the windshield's base from the driver's
position, made the vehicles disconcerting to drive for someone without prior experience.
Thanks to these criticisms, as well as mediocre sales and mockery in Chrysler advertisements,
the Trans Sport and Lumina APV were facelifted in The nose was shortened by 3 inches, some
cladding was removed, and the interior dashboard received a ridge to lessen the perceived
distance to the windshield's base. The European market did not receive this facelift, as the vans'
initial styling had not been negatively received there. For model years and after, the European
Trans Sport became an Oldsmobile Silhouette which had not been facelifted in the U. At launch,
the Trans Sport's 3. This was rectified in the model year, with a 3. In , a 1. For the European
market, the first-generation Pontiac Trans Sport went through a few design changes. The export
version from to was same as US-market version aside from export taillamps with separate rear
amber turn signal indicators. The headlamps for export version from to were four capsule
headlamps H low beam and H high beam. For and , the headlamps were changed to the
form-fitting version Guide T84 export headlamps , same in form as the US-market version
except for the glass lens, different diffusing lens patterns, and bulb type H7 low beam and H1
high beam. The front turn signal indicators are fully in amber color, and side turn signal
repeaters are installed. The headlight washers from to were four smaller dome-shaped jets
positioned in front of each low and high beams. When North American Pontiac Trans Sport
received a mid-cycle refresh with new front design in , the low sales volume did not justify
expense of recertifying the new front design and headlamps. The headlight washers were
redesigned to two single wedge sticks. Pontiac Trans Sport for the European market had two
engine and one transmission options that were never offered in the North American version: 2.
Chevrolet version had higher equipment level as standard than Sintra from Opel and Vauxhall.
In the model year, the Trans Sport and its siblings got their first major redesign, ditching the
one-of-a-kind construction and look to create a more conservative, conventional minivan. Gone
were spaceframes, plastic body panels, and sleek styling. During the development of this
generation of the U-body minivan, General Motors extensively benchmarked [ citation needed ]
the then current Chrysler minivans. The resultant vehicles more closely resembled the
immensely successful trio; However, Chrysler would launch a completely redesigned minivan
line a year before GM. The last model year for the Trans Sport was in the U. In all cases, the
European-market vans used different front, side and rear lighting equipment , different seat
belts and sundry other safety items, to comply with ECE regulations which differ from US safety
standards. These models were discontinued between and , depending on the market. Despite
limited sales in most of Europe, the vehicle was particularly successful in Sweden - where it
was the best selling minivan for a while. While production ended in , European stock lasted until

For the and model year in Canada , along with the roll out of this new generation of minivans,
the Pontiac Trans Sport Montana was debuted, which had special cladding and wheels intended
to give it a more rugged SUV-like appearance. In the model year in Canada , the name "Trans
Sport" was dropped due to the popularity of the "Montana" appearance package. From
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Trans Sport. Definition â€” The potential transformer may be defined as an instrument
transformer used for the transformation of voltage from a higher value to the lower value. This
transformer step down the voltage to a safe limit value which can be easily measured by the
ordinary low voltage instrument like a voltmeter, wattmeter and watt-hour meters, etc. The
potential transformer is made with high-quality core operating at low flux density so that the
magnetising current is small. For reducing the leakage reactance, the co-axial winding is used
in the potential transformer. The potential transformer is connected in parallel with the circuit.
The primary windings of the potential transformer are directly connected to the power circuit
whose voltage is to be measured. The secondary terminals of the potential transformer are
connected to the measuring instrument like the voltmeter, wattmeter, etc. The secondary
windings of the potential transformer are magnetically coupled through the magnetic circuit of
the primary windings. The ratio of the primary voltage to the secondary voltage is termed as
transformation ratio or turn ratio. The potential transformer is mainly classified into two types, i.
Capacitor potential transformer is a combination of capacitor potential divider and a magnetic
potential transformer of relatively small ratio. The circuit diagram of the capacitor potential
transformer is shown in the figure below. The stack of high voltage capacitor from the potential
divider, the capacitors of two sections become C 1 and C 2 , and the Z is the burden. Both the
potential divider and the intermediate transformer have the ratio and insulation requirement
which are suitable for economical construction. The intermediate transformer must be of very
small ratio error, and phase angle gives the satisfactory performance of the complete unit. The
secondary terminal voltage is given by the formula shown below. But this cannot be achieved
practically due to the primary and secondary voltage drops. Thus, both the primary and
secondary voltage is introduced in the system. Where K n is the nominal ratio, i. Phase Angle
Error â€” The phase angle error is the error between the secondary terminal voltage which is
exactly in phase opposition with the primary terminal voltage. The increases in the number of
instruments in the relay connected to the secondary of the potential transformer will increase
the errors in the potential transformers. The burden is the total external volt-amp load on the
secondary at rated secondary voltage. The rated burden of a PT is a VA burden which must not
be exceeded if the transformer is to operate with its rated accuracy. The rated burden is
indicated on the nameplate. The limiting or maximum burden is the greatest VA load at which
the potential transformer will operate continuously without overheating its windings beyond the
permissible limits. This burden is several times greater than the rated burden. The main flux is
taken as a reference. The V p is the voltage applied to the primary terminal of the potential
transformer. The voltage drops due to resistance and reactance of primary winding due to
primary current is given by I p X p and I p R p. When the voltage drop subtracts from the
primary voltage of the potential transformer, the primarily induced emf will appear across the
terminals. This primary emf of the transformer will transform into secondary winding by mutual
induction and converted into secondary induced emf E s. The potential transformers are used in
the protecting relaying scheme because the potential coils of the protective device are not
directly connected to the system in case of the high voltage. Therefore, it is necessary to step
down the voltage and also to insulate the protective equipment from the primary circuit. Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
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an instrument transformer used for the transformation of voltage from a higher value to the
lower value. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Jazz is a
fictional robot character from the Transformers franchise. He is usually portrayed as a
music-loving robot that speaks using American slang. In certain continuities he is shown as
being Optimus Prime 's good friend and right-hand man, but in all continuities, he transforms
into some kind of sports car. Jazz Tigre in Italy is the " very cool, very stylish, very competent "
member of the Autobots in the Transformers television and comic series based on the popular
toy line produced by Takara and Hasbro. His original vehicle mode is a Martini Porsche turbo
racing car. Self-possessed, calm, and utterly collected, Jazz is Prime's subordinate and first
lieutenant of the Autobots, as well as head of Special Operations, with his own dedicated roster
of agents. He often gives the most dangerous assignments to himself. It is not a matter of
egoâ€”he just really is the coolest head for the toughest missions. Jazz's ease extends to
whatever environment he finds himself in, no matter how weird or wonderful. He effortlessly
tunes into the local culture, assimilating and improvising, and making creative command
decisions, making him an indispensable right-hand bot to Optimus Prime. Jazz was one of the
favorite Autobots of IGN. Jazz was among the Autobots who followed Optimus Prime on his
mission aboard the Ark. They were attacked by Megatron 's ship, the Nemesis , and crash
landed on Earth, where all on board were preserved in emergency stasis. Four million years
later, in , a volcanic eruption awakened the Ark' s computer, Teletran-I, and it repaired all on
board. It reformatted Jazz in the form of an Earth race car. Jazz then became a regular character
throughout the show's first two seasons serving as Optimus Prime's second-in-command
Ironhide and Prowl seemed to share this role with him though. In the episode "Attack of the
Autobots", he and Bumblebee were the only Autobots to avoid being brainwashed. But thanks
to his new sound system and Sparkplug's attitude exchanger, the Autobots were able to be
cured and the Decepticons' plans were foiled. In the episode "The God Gambit", Cosmos
collected data in space on a potential new power source, but was attacked by Astrotrain , Thrust
and Starscream. Crashing on Saturn 's moon Titan , the local priests worshipped the
Decepticons as "Sky Gods", but rebels were able to reactivate Cosmos and call for aid from the
Autobots. Astrotrain set himself up as the chief god of the moon and forced the natives to
gather energy crystals. The trip to Titan drained Omega of most of his energy, but Perceptor
and Jazz were able to gather enough crystals to reactivate Omega and defeat the three
Decepticons. Vowing to not let the Autobots gain the crystals, Astrotrain set up a chain reaction
destroying them. The Autobots aided the natives to escape the explosion and helped them
settle in another area of the moon. In the episode "Prime Target", the big game hunter Lord
Cholmondeley captured a secret Soviet jet, leading to panic or possibly war. Cholmondeley then
set his sights on the ultimate trophy, the head of Optimus Prime. Windcharger and Huffer were
able to avoid being trapped. When Cosmos learned of the location where Cholmondeley was
keeping the captured Autobots, Optimus Prime accepted Cholmondeley's challenge to meet him
alone. Although interrupted by Astrotrain and Blitzwing's attempt to ally the Decepticons with
Cholmondeley, Optimus defeated the big game hunter and freed the Autobots. Cholmondeley
and the stolen jet were given over to the Soviets by the Autobots as punishment for his actions.
In the episode "Starscream's Brigade", Jazz with Cliffjumper were guests of honor for an
unveiling of a statue honoring their leader and friend Optimus Prime. But Starscream, after
being exiled from the Decepticons, ruined the event with his newly created army the
Combaticons. Before they could call for backup they were capture by Starscream and the
Combaticons, an attempt to strip them of their energy observers for the Combaticons. Jazz and
Cliffjumper were then chained up at a hydroelectric power plant and then were rescued by the
other Autobots when they arrived at their location. Towards the end of , Jazz was among the
team of five Autobots who disguised themselves as the Stunticons in "Masquerade".
Penetrating the Decepticons' camp, the Autobots ran into trouble when the real Stunticon team
arrived; trying to prove their identities by forming Menasor. With a combination of Windcharger
's magnetic powers and Mirage 's illusion-creating ability, the Autobots were able to appear as
Menasor as well. Though the deception was soon revealed, they were still able to thwart the
Decepticons' plans. Jazz was responsible for monitoring Decepticon activity on Cybertron
using the base as a secret staging ground for planning the liberation of Cybertron. Jazz radioed
to Earth for assistance and his faint signal was received by the Autobot Blaster who relayed the
distress signal to Ultra Magnus. Jazz and Cliffjumper attempted to escape, however the shuttle
could not achieve escape velocity and was swallowed by Unicron. During the assault on
Unicron led by Hot Rod and Ultra Magnus, Daniel Witwicky encountered a smelting pit inside
Unicron, where other Transformer-like beings were being sent to be melted into a liquid
substance. Jazz, Cliffjumper, Bumblebee and Spike were about to be cast into the pit but Daniel

managed to rescue them in the nick of time. Jazz and the others escaped Unicron before the
planet-sized Transformer exploded from the effects of the Autobot Matrix. Shortly after the film's
release, Jazz's principal voice actor, Scatman Crothers , died. The movie release was the last
time that Jazz spoke. However, Jazz made minor cameos throughout the third season of the TV
series in the episodes "Five Faces of Darkness" where he competed in a race and won, and
fought alongside Perceptor and Rodimus Prime. In the episode "Dark Awakening", he briefly
stood beside the reincarnated Optimus Prime and in the episode "Call of the Primitives", he was
seen for the final time. Jazz reappears in Generation 2: Redux, as Botcon magazine which is set
after the events of the final episode where he, along with Goldbug, Sideswipe, Beachcomber
and Seapray battling the Decepticons in Switzerland and gained new powers and color like his
G2 self by the power of Forestonite. After the animated series ended in the U. In the Japanese
series, Headmasters the official fourth season of the Transformers in Japan , Jazz reappeared
with a certain regularity in the first episodes, acting as right hand of Optimus Prime until the
latter's death. In episode 4, he was operating inside Metroplex alongside Ultra Magnus , and
after Trypticon and Mad Machine defeated Metroplex, he received the task to repair the
computer of the Autobot mobile base. In a story called "By their Blasters you shall know them!
Optimus Prime instructs Backstreet , Bumblebee and Ruckus on how to identify Autobots from
Decepticons in battle using the Ark's computer. Pretender Jazz is one of those he displays to
the Autobots. In this reimagining of the Generation One story, the Ark was discovered by the
terrorist Cobra Organization , and all the Transformers inside were reformatted into Cobra
vehicles remotely controlled by the Televipers. In this storyline Jazz turned into a Cobra S. In
the sequel, he ended up being warped to the s, where he was automatically reformatted into a
pimpmobile. In , Jazz returned along with his fellow Autobots when Dreamwave Productions
acquired the Transformers comic license and launched a brand new continuity. When civil war
broke out on the planet Cybertron between the Autobots and Decepticon factions, Jazz joined
the Autobot cause. Jazz was present when Optronix was given the Matrix and reformatted into
Optimus Prime. Three Decepticon assassins attempted to kill Optimus, but were unsuccessful.
When Megatron and Optimus Prime disappeared in an accident with a Space Bridge, the
Autobot and Decepticon forces splintered into smaller factions. Jazz stayed with the Autobots
under the leadership of Prowl. Only Shockwave calling the giant away to combat the Fallen
saved them. When the Fallen attacked the Autobot base in order to capture Blitzwing, Jazz was
among the Autobots who futilely tried to stop him. Jazz was among the Autobots who followed
Optimus Prime on his mission on board the Ark. They were attacked by Megatron's ship, the
Nemesis and crash landed on Earth, where all on board were preserved in emergency stasis. In ,
a volcanic eruption awakened the Ark's computer, Teletran-1, and it repaired all on board. It
reformatted Jazz in the form of an Earth car. Eventually, the combined forces of the Autobots on
Earth and their human allies were able to capture the Decepticons. A ship called the Ark II was
built to take the Cybertronians back to Cybertron, along with some human companions, but the
ship exploded shortly after takeoff. The human allies were killed, but the Cybertronians were
lost in the ocean, again in statis lock. In the frozen Arctic, a man named Lazarus began
resurrecting the lost Transformers and planned to control these giant metal warriors and sell
their services in war to the highest bidder. The American government had recovered Optimus
Prime and used him to rescue several Autobots from their Arctic prison, including Jazz. After
they had recovered their friends from Lazarus, Jazz led a group of Autobots to stop the spread
of Megatron's deadly virus in the Canadian Northwest territories. As the Autobot and
Decepticon war continued on Earth, an escape pod beacon drew their conflict to the Arctic. The
pod contained the rogue Decepticon Scourge. The battle between the Autobots and
Decepticons ceased long enough to find the new Cybertronian commander, Shockwave, had
arrived in pursuit of Scourge and to arrest Optimus Prime and Megatron. Jazz was ordered by
Prime to remain on Earth with a small Autobot task force. Returning to Earth with the
Combaticons , Starscream reformatted them into Earth-style vehicles and attacked the Autobots
remaining on Earth. Only Ratchet and Brawn escaped capture, but as they made their way back
to the Ark , they discovered its defenses on automatic, and had to fight their way inside.
Bruticus followed them and Ratchet had to destroy the Ark in failed attempt to destroy Bruticus.
III 1. III 9. III Jazz appears in the story Generation 2: Redux where he is among the
reinforcements from Autobot City to respond to the Decepticon attack at the Large Hadron
Collider in Switzerland. Once there the Autobots are able to defeat the Decepticons, but during
the fight the Autobots are exposed to refined Forestonite, which enhances and mutates
Cybertronian systems. He gets enhanced to his Generation 2 form. Jazz appeared in issue 2 of
Megatron Origin. In this story, set on ancient Cybertron he was a member of an Autobot security
force in the city of Kaon. His squad was hunting the operators of gladiatorial contests in the
degenerate slums, particularly Megatron. He has not played a major role thus far, other than to

accompany the other Autobots to the Decepticon base to watch the duel between Megatron and
a super-powered Starscream , saving Bumblebee from Runabout at one point. In the follow-up
series, The Transformers: Escalation , after the supposed demise of Sunstreaker, Jazz and
Wheeljack tracked down his bodyâ€”only to be temporarily disabled by the advanced weaponry
of the Machination although Jazz' pride took more of a dent. Since then he has accompanied
Optimus Prime to Brasnya to track down Megatron and his human facsimileâ€”only to wind up
in battle with Skywarp and Astrotrain. He and Wheeljack managed to put Skywarp to flight, but
he promised to return with reinforcements. They then confronted Megatron who had nearly
killed Optimus Prime. On Prime's orders, they focused fire on Megatron long enough for Prime
to recover and drive off the Decepticon leader, although they were prevented from dealing a
killing blow by the appearance of Skywarp and Thundercracker. In the early Marvel Comics ,
Jazz was portrayed easily and productively making contact with humans. He was also
responsible for the long-standing relationship between the Autobots and G. Blackrock ,
pledging that the Autobots would defend his property from the Decepticons in return for fuel,
and battled Circuit Breaker. Marvel U. Jazz passionately opposed Prowl 's idea to use the
Creation Matrix to create dedicated war machines to crush the Decepticons ; he labeled such
creations abominations. This ethically questionable move was staved off and Jazz continued to
serve the Autobots well on Earth. Following the arrival of Galvatron in Target: , he was captured
and his mind viciously reprogrammed to make him a zombie servant. This left him incapacitated
for a long while. He was eventually repaired, but soon met deactivation once more against the
Underbase -powered Starscream. Jazz' body was seen among the deactivated Autobots Ratchet
was doing his best to revive in Transformers 56, "Back from the Dead". They remained on
Cybertron and were an inspiration to the Autobot rebels, leading multiple raids on the
Decepticons and also fighting several of the demons that lived beneath Cybertron. When a
return trip to Earth was interrupted, the Classic Pretenders found themselves in front of the
sleeping Primus and, after battling the Mayhem Attack Squad , witnessed him awaken. Jazz
would go on a last mission as a Classic Pretender in the "Matrix Quest", heading to the moon of
VsQs to retrieve the lost Matrix, though Thunderwing got to it first. He was later among the
united Autobot and Decepticon forces who opposed Unicron's assault on the planet Cybertron
in Transformers Immediately prior to this, Jazz was seen as one of the few surviving Autobots
in the alternate seen in the story "Rhythms of Darkness". Here he fought Galvatron to give
Spike time to attach the American flag to the Deception stronghold in New York and persuade
the European Coalition to call off their nuclear attack. Jazz was saved from death by the arrival
of Hook, Line and Sinker , who forcibly transported Galvatron back to the "present" of the
regular timeline. He briefly reappeared during the battle on the planet Ethos in the Generation 2
comic. Jazz was also one of the main Autobots in the Earthforce unit of Marvel U. The annual
story "The Magnificent Six" revealed that four million years ago, Jazz was teamed with Inferno,
Ironhide, Wheeljack and Sunstreaker and had been tortured by the sadistic Decepticon
Megadeath in the Stanix region. He and the others faced Megadeath once again in the present
and defeated him. Jazz would appear in the U. Marvel comic issue , "Prime's Rib! She was met
with displeasure by the humans, being called a token female and disliked for her pink color.
They were then attacked by Shockwave , Fangry , Horri-Bull and Squeezeplay , who thought the
Autobots would be unveiling a new weapon. The Autobots fought off the Decepticons, who
escaped, but nothing seemed to please the human feminists. Jazz appears in the Transformers
live-action film directed by Michael Bay. When the movie producers unveiled the final list of
Transformers characters appearing in the movie, Jazz was described as having a love of style,
with a hip-hop personality. Jazz is a trickster who can manipulate anyone, including the
Decepticon leader Megatron. Jazz first appears in the film arriving onto Earth in his Protoform
state and searches for a suitable alternate mode at a car dealership. Using a fluid capoeira
inspired style, he can be seen transforming using a windmill dance move in his first scene and
dialogue, Optimus Prime describes him as his first lieutenant, as he was in the G1 animated
series. Along with Optimus Prime, Jazz is the Autobot who retains most of his original
Generation 1 design in the film, among his iconic features, his trademark "visor", which is
retractable in the movie, as well as front-chassis chest and wheel wells in his feet. Jazz is armed
with a crescent blaster. He also possesses a type of electromagnet in his right arm, which he
uses to disarm humans of their guns without causing them injury, curiously leaving jewelry and
electronics unaffected. Jazz is the smallest of the Autobots. Michael Bay stated in an early
interview that Jazz stands 13 feet tall, however the scale of his Deluxe toy suggests he would
stand closer to 15 feet tall. This is confirmed by his profile in the second issue of the
Transformers U. The official guide to the Transformers video game also says he's 15 feet tall.
Despite his small stature, Jazz was fearless, and would not hesitate to attack a much larger foe.
Back in the film, Jazz engages Megatron, defying him to the end, but is overwhelmed by the

Decepticon, and Jazz was caught in his grip, asking the Decepticon, "You want a piece of me?
Jazz appeared in the prequel novel Transformers: Ghosts of Yesterday. His character was close
to his G1 incarnation's, being continually wisecracking and easygoing. He was part of Prime's
Autobot team searching for the Allspark. With Prime and Bumblebee on the surface, Ironhide
and Jazz battled the Decepticons, but Jazz was badly damaged by Bonecrusher , only being
saved by Ratchet's volley of fire from the Ark. In the final battle, Jazz fought Frenzy, knocking
him out before helping Ironhide against Bonecrusher, but was unable to stop Starscream from
destroying the human vessel Ghost In the children's book "Transformers Prime Time" by
Michael Teitelbaum Jazz is depicted as being a convertible with the top down, unlike all other
media which depicts him as having a hard top. The plot of this book has Jazz facing off against
Megatron just after Megatron thawed from the ice under Hoover Dam as Bumblebee escaped
with the Allspark cube. In Transformers: Defiance issue 1, back on ancient Cybertron Jazz is
among Optimus' crew at an excavation site near the temple at Simfur where an artifact is
uncovered. In issue 2 he sides with Optimus Prime against Megatron's order to counter-attack
Cybertron's invaders. In issue 3 Optimus Prime, Jazz and Prowl break into Megatron's quarters
while he was away looking for clues as to his current unusual behavior. What they find is the
ancient artifact recently uncovered that Megatron had restored. Optimus demanded to speak
directly to Megatron, but when the group was traveling to Megatron's location they were
ambushed by Barricade, Brawl, Crankcase, Frenzy, Starscream, Skywarp and Thundercracker
who had orders to kill the lot of them. Smokescreen was able to cover Optimus and his group's
retreat in the confusion of an explosion. Jazz is among the Autobot forces who witness the
launching of the Decepticon ship Nemesis. In Transformers: Alliance 1, during the aftermath of
the battle of Mission City, Ironhide places Jazz's remains in a trailer while Captain Lennox and
Sergeant Epps and his men pay their respects to the Autobot who sacrificed himself to save
them. The trailer containing Jazz's remains is dumped into the ocean by a crane. The Titan
Transformers U. When it was jettisoned into space he, Ironhide and Ratchet hit the pursuing
Megatron with a tractor beam, dragging him back to Cybertron. They were no match for his
firepower, but the Decepticon leader, realizing they were just stalling him, called in Devastator.
He proved impervious to their firepower, and seemingly eliminated them all with a foldspace
warhead, with Megatron commenting they were "lost in space". Jazz appeared in issue 6 of the
Titan Transformers magazine. Clocker and Jazz were being pursued by Bonecrusher, with Jazz
half-dead due to not protecting his Spark Core properly - he would've been fully dead if Clocker
hadn't saved him. Clocker ordered him to flee while he fought the enemy - the condition Jazz
was in, " you're more hindrance than help to me ". Clocker's shots barely affected Bonecrusher
and by the time reinforcements arrived, he had been killed. Jazz jumps off the roof of the car
shop and quickly scans a modified Pontiac Solstice before meeting up with the other Autobots
at Bumblebee 's location. The Autobots then return to Sam's house and retrieve the glasses
whilst attempting to hide from Sam's parents, which results in their garden being destroyed by
Prime's feet and Ratchet Jazz in the comic adaptation cutting off the neighborhood's power
after accidentally running into an electric transformer which they blame on an earthquake. That
same evening, a secret government organization called Sector 7 arrests Sam and Mikaela Banes
, and captures Bumblebee. As the four remaining Autobots debated their next move after
Bumblebee's capture the previous night, Jazz showed the most concern for Bumblebee. In the
final battle, when Bumblebee is unable to fight, Jazz provides cover. He orders Ironhide and
Ratchet to fall back, deciding to stand his ground in order to protect the humans running away.
Despite Jazz's efforts to injure him, Megatron drags Jazz onto the tower and rips him in two,
killing him. After the battle, Ironhide and Ratchet find Jazz's remains lying on the ground, and
Optimus halfheartedly eulogises him before moving on. Jazz made a cameo appearance in
Season 7 episode 4 of the show 30 rock as part of a Mitt Romney propaganda video aimed
towards Black Voters. Jazz appears as a playable character in Transformers: The Game as a
main playable character. In the Autobot campaign, he is first tasked with distracting Sector 7
from Sam, Mikaela, and the Autobots, but gets ambushed by Decepticons and must be saved by
Ironhide. He later informs Optimus about Shockwave's arrival on Earth. He later battles
Starscream and Blackout and kills the latter and knocks Starscream unconscious before being
killed by Brawl. Ironhide avenged his fallen brother by killing Brawl moments later. In the
Decepticon campaign, he battles Barricade in Mission City and is left for dead at the foot of a
monument. In the Nintendo D. Autobot campaign , he is tasked with collecting some Sector 7
vehicles for analysis and ends up fighting Blackout. Later, he plants a computer virus at the top
of a communications tower and slips through security to download information about, Megatron
and the AllSpark, but ends up finding Bumblebee's location inside the Hoover Dam and a way
inside the base. Towards the end of the game, the Create-A-Bot must help Jazz fend of some
AllSpark drones that are trying to destroy the city. In the Decepticon campaign , he is a boss at

the end of the Hoover Dam level and is executed by a headshot from Megatron. Jazz appears as
downloadable content for the video game based on the second movie , Revenge of the Fallen
for both multiplayer and campaign modes. He is voiced by Nolan North, who also voices
Sideswipe. All toys of this character are officially licensed from General Motors. In December ,
drawings were leaked on the internet of Jazz's robot appearance in the Transformers Animated
television series, debuting on "The Elite Guard". Jazz is a trained Cybertronian ninja , and
wields a pair of Nunchaku in battle. He is more advanced than Prowl , though he is still
impressed by Prowl's competency. His overall personality reflects that of his Generation 1
incarnation and he's quite open-minded when it concerns humans and their culture. In his own
words, " Any species that can come up with a sweet ride like this, can't be all bad. He comes to
Earth alongside Ultra Magnus and Sentinel Prime, being the first of them to find out that
humans aren't as contagious as he thought when he encountered Sari Sumdac before helping
Prowl against the malfunctioning police drones. Later, while investigating an Allspark fragment
on a train, Jazz and the other Elite Guard members were unaware that it was actually a trap set
by Starscream meant for Megatron. Unfortunately, both Jazz and Ultra Magnus both get blasted
back by the fragment. When they catch up to Optimus and his team, both the Elite Guard,
Optimus, and the rest of the team immediately battle Starscream and managed to capture him.
He has an incredibly minor appearance in "A Fistful of Energon" alongside the rest of his team
when Starscream breaks out of the ship. In the season 3 episode "Transwarped" he appears
again with Ultra Magnus and Sentinel Prime in their ship. He is shown receiving a call from
Rodimus Prime about a Decepticon attack. He manages to escape the attack along with his
team. Unlike Sentinel Prime who hates being back on Earth, he enjoys the fact that rain can
clean their armor plates while explaining that the new Elite Guard members to Optimus and
Ratchet after a misunderstanding. When Bumblebee and Wasp face off in a video game to prove
which is the real Bumblebee, he explains to Jetfire and Jetstorm that humans can make a lot of
interesting things. He later helps Prowl during the events of "Five Servos of Doom" in
uncovering how Sentinel is "capturing" high level Decepticons with seemingly no help. He
remained on Earth until the end of "Predacon Rising", saying his goodbyes as he joins the Elite
Guard in taking their prisoners to Cybertron. During the trip back to Cybertron, Jazz is one of
the first to suspect that Sentinel Prime is putting his own personal ambitions ahead of whats
best for the Autobots, particularly when Sentinel suddenly demands that Jazz refer to him as
"Sir" or "Commander". Jazz is much more receptive to Optimus Prime's command style such as
when he and Jazz use secret code to prep a trap for the Decepticons. After they left with Ultra
Magus' hammer, Jazz uses a pursuit of them as an excuse to leave the Elite Guard and become
a member of Optimus' group. When it appears no more fragments are available, Prowl sacrifices
his Spark to save Detroit, much to Jazz's horror. He later brought Prowl's body to Optimus
Prime, and returned to Cybertron with the group, the captured Megatron, and Prowl's body. This
Jazz is an evil mirror-universe version of the Generation 1 character According to his tech
specs, Jazz and his brother Ricochet serve as Optimus Prime's powerful and merciless
bodyguards. He and his brother were created in an experiment by Optimus Prime. Jazz's speech
mannerisms " I pity the tool that thinks he can force me to climb a tower. He seems to dislike
heights, a possible reference to Mr. T's character on the A-Team series. Jazz appears in the
April Fool's comic "Shattered Expectations" by Fun Publications where he, Goldbug , and
Grimlock attempt a raid, but are confronted by Starscream and Razorclaw , who in turn call in
the 'Mayhem Suppression Squad'. He is seen witnssing the execution of Rumble and then
laughing when Optimus Prime shoots Cliffjumper. Jazz later takes part in the defense of the Ark
launch site from a Decepticon attack, where he expressed concern at being bombed by a plane.
He is later sent to capture rogue Dinobots for the Autobots. He is part of the group that captures
Swoop. In "Do Over" Jazz reports that the launch of the Ark will happen on time to Optimus
Prime, but then lets it slip that his brother Ricochet has captured Megatron, leading to Optimus
Prime rushing off to destroy his adversary personally just before the Ark launch. Jazz was Orion
Pax's friend before the war for Cybertron began, and served as a messenger under the caste
system. He and Orion discussed Megatron, with Jazz offering his friend advice and later serving
as a sparring partner. After Orion was named Optimus Prime, Jazz became his
second-in-command throughout fighting on Cybertron and after the Ark left the planet. Jazz was
known for his sarcastic sense of humor and his tendency to informally address Optimus as
"OP. On the console versions of the game, Jazz makes a few appearances in the campaign level
"Kaon Prison Break". Jazz appears in Transformers: Fall of Cybertron and his campaign
mission sends him hurtling into danger. He forms a buddy bond with the Autobot stealthy
assassin Cliffjumper. He has a grappling hook that shoots a beam of energy and clings to a
surface, speeding the Autobot warrior to the other side. At first Jazz and Cliffjumper fly to the
Sea of Rust, with Sideswipe , to find Grimlock , but, stumble on to something big. Jazz finds

Shockwave talking to Starscream about a building he found in the Sea of Rust. Cliffjumper then
tries to kill Shockwave, but fails, then Shockwave calls in insecticons to kill Jazz, while
Cliffjumper trying to activate a meltdown. Then the both escape and are saved by Sideswipe.
Later on in the game, in the Ark Jazz comes to the rescue to defeat Bruticus. With the help of
Jetfire , Jazz manages to defeat Bruticus. He assists Bumblebee and his team in apprehending
the Decepticon Ped, being partnered with Sideswipe for most of the episode; Sideswipe soon
viewing Jazz as a mentor figure. After Ped was apprehended, Jazz left to smooth things over
with the council over Bumblebee's team being on Earth, promising Sideswipe that he would
return. However, when Jazz returned to Cybertron he learned he was blacklisted by the council
for his support of the Autobots and joined up with Optimus to investigate exactly what the
council was up to. Later returning to Earth with the rest of Optimus Primes team in the final
season. Kreon Jazz appeared in the animated short "Last Bot Standing", where he attended a
tag-team wrestling match. Kreon Jazz appeared in the animated short "Bot Stars", where he
attended a robot dance competition. Kreon Jazz appeared in the animated short "The Big Race",
where he was among the Autobots waiting at the finish line as a race. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Fictional character from Transformers. Bumblebee Is in the background.
Transformers Identification and Price Guide. Krause Publications. Retrieved Autobots Fight
Back. Ladybird Books. Decepticon Madness. Modern Publishing. Transformers Collectors Club
Magazine. Totally Tubular '80s. Triumph Books. Comics Continuum. Ice Megatron - Product
Detail". Tomart's Action Figure Digest. Tomart Publications. Trent Troop and Greg Sepelak
Illustrator Evan Gauntt. Fun Publications. Built to Rule Star Wars Transformers. Generation 1
characters episodes Scramble City " The Return of Optimus Prime " Generation 2 Beast Wars
characters episodes Beast Machines episodes Robots in Disguise series characters Armada
characters episodes Energon characters episodes Cybertron characters episodes Animated
characters episodes Prime characters episodes Rescue Bots characters episodes Robots in
Disguise series characters episodes Cyberverse characters episodes Rescue Bots Academy
episodes. Categories : Transformers characters Comics characters introduced in Television
characters introduced in Fictional characters who can move at superhuman speeds Fictional
male martial artists Fictional robots Robot characters in video games Video game bosses Male
characters in animated series. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Articles using Infobox character with multiple unlabeled fields
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Transformers character. Optimus Prime , Cliffjumper. First
Lieutenant , Second-in-command film. Optimus Prime , Ironhide, Capt. Animated Jazz toy.
Kinchen Robots in Disguise. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jazz Transformers.
Main group Generation 1 characters episodes Scramble City " The Return of Optimus Prime "
Generation 2 Beast Wars characters episodes Beast Machines episodes Robots in Disguise
series characters Armada characters episodes Energon characters episodes Cybertron
characters episodes Animated characters episodes Prime characters episodes Rescue Bots
characters episodes Robots in Disguise series characters episodes Cyberverse characters
episodes Rescue Bots Academy episodes. Of all the Ark 's crew who crash-landed on Earth,
Windcharger is unquestionably the fastest on the ground, at least for short distances.
Windcharger can go from zero to 60 MPH virtually instantly, limited only by the traction between
his tires and their driving surface. Frequently, after tearing away with a neck-snapping jerk, he
will just as rapidly squeal to a halt to investigate something that caught his eye, for
Windcharger is impulsive as well as impatient, both in mind and in body. In robot mode ,
Windcharger can energize his arms and make them the poles of a precisely controllable
electromagnet, powerful enough to levitate ten tons of steel feet away. With care, he can draw
objects gently toward him or hurl them violently away. Also, as the long-suffering laws of
physics dictate, this field is extremely strong near Windcharger; at close range, he can tear
magnetic objects to shreds. Unfortunately for Windcharger, his power supply, biased as it is
toward a brief, heavy overload, is prone to failure if the overload is too severe or too
long-lasting. Even worse, his impulsive nature makes him hardly willing to exercise the mental
control he needs to avoid overusing his power. As a result, Windcharger often finds himself
stumbling home, reeking of ozone and burned insulation, and needing medical attention and a
nice, tall, chilled glass of dielectric oil. Five million years ago, Windcharger was part of Optimus
Prime 's plan to defend Iacon from the Decepticons. After Prime lured the Decepticons onto a
bridge and blew it up, Windcharger used his magnetic powers to pull him to safety. And There
Shall Come Windcharger was among the elite few selected by Optimus Prime to join him in
crashing the Ark into the Earth , to keep the ship's secrets from the Decepticons. The
Transformers After the Autobots awoke in , Windcharger was very concerned with how they

would obtain more fuel, though thankfully a solution presented itself almost immediately;
Bumblebee had befriended a human who suggested a means of converting gasoline to
Energon. Power Play! After the human, Sparkplug Witwicky , was abducted by the Decepticons,
Windcharger participated in the attack on Fortress Sinister to rescue him. After the clash,
Windcharger looked on at Gears 's body, deactivated following his fellow Autobot's plummet
from the Decepticon fortress, but still salvageable. Prisoner of War! Returning to base, the
Autobots busied themselves in repairing the Ark. During their work, Brawn was subjected to a
powerful electrical feedback, altering his personality and making him violently irrational. The
haywire Autobot stormed out and began rampaging through a nearby town, forcing
Windcharger and the others to subdue him. Another electrical shock returned Brawn to his
senses, but the Autobots couldn't be sure he was wholly back to normal. His test of loyalty
came in the form of a trial by combat against Starscream , and though Windcharger believed
that Brawn was destroyed in the duel, he was overjoyed to see that the Autobot's demise had
simply been a ruse orchestrated using Mirage's holographic powers. Windcharger then cheered
as Brawn was welcomed back into the Autobot fold. The Enemy Within! During a Decepticon
attack on the Ark, Optimus Prime attempted to activate the Ark's computer, known as Auntie , to
bring the defense systems back online. Unfortunately, Auntie had been damaged in the crash
and become unstable. With Ravage's help, Windcharger was able to deactivate Auntie's
Guardian battle droid. Raiders of the Last Ark. After witnessing Huffer accuse Sparkplug
Witwicky of treachery, Windcharger battled the Decepticons once more, but was defeated by
Shockwave along with the rest of the Autobots. The Last Stand His deactivated body was strung
up from the Ark's ceiling to be used as spare parts. The New Order. The Decepticons
reprogrammed Guardian while in control of the Ark, and once they had been vanquished from
the ship, the droid was reactivated. At this time, the Ark was still full of deactivated Autobots in
need of repair. The few active Autobots made Windcharger's reactivation a priority so that he
could use his magnetic powers to thwart the hostile droid. Ultimately, however, Windcharger did
not get the chance, as Swoop stepped up to the task instead. The Wrath of Grimlock! After
Ratchet had put the bulk of the Autobots back in working order, he had Windcharger and the
others go on a diagnostics run through the open plains to ensure they were back in tip-top
shape. DIS-Integrated Circuits! Some time later, Windcharger was gunned down by Optimus
Prime's body when the Decepticons took control of it using a fake head. Prime Time! When the
Autobots were dispatched to locate the missing Dinobots , all suffering from madness due to
circuit damage, Windcharger was assigned to lead "A-Team", which included Cliffjumper and
Gears. The three searched for Sludge in a northern California swamp, but were captured in a
Decepticon ambush led by Soundwave. They were later rescued thanks to Bumblebee. Dinobot
Hunt! He was seen much later, watching Blaster and Grimlock duke it out for leadership of the
Autobots on the moon. He then took part in fighting the Decepticon forces that attempted to
ambush them. Windcharger was seen fighting against the Decepticons during one of the early
battles of the war on Cybertron. Later, Prowl took him for a tour of the newly constructed Ark ,
the ship on which he would be serving, and which would ultimately be sent crashing into the
Earth by Optimus Prime. Windcharger was part of the initial crew of the Ark , on a mission to
seek out new energy sources to fuel their struggle with the Decepticons. More than Meets the
Eye, Part 1 After awakening on Earth over four million years later, Windcharger participated in
the unsuccessful Autobot counter-attack on the Decepticon siege of Sherman Dam , which was
being run at dangerous capacities to fill the Decepticons' energon cubes. More than Meets the
Eye, Part 2. He was also among the group of Autobots who attempted to stop the Decepticons
raiding the ruby crystal mines of Burma. He dressed up in a lab coat during an attempt to trick
the Decepticons into attacking a fake rocket base, though it turned out the Decepticons they
were fighting were decoys, and he and the other Autobots were forced to try and stop the
Decepticons from taking off in their space cruiser. More than Meets the Eye, Part 3. When
Optimus Prime was severely damaged, Windcharger, Brawn and Gears went to see how the
repairs were going, unaware that Laserbeak had hitched a ride on Brawn's shoulder. He later
helped defend headquarters long enough for a new cosmitron to be retrieved from Cybertron,
so Prime could be repaired. Divide and Conquer Windcharger attended the unveiling of the
Dinobots , and was knocked over by Sludge during the ensuing chaos. Of all the other
Autobots, he seemed to be closest to Brawn , judging from their excellent teamwork and
friendly banter while journeying with Skyfire to investigate a Decepticon super-weapon in Peru.
When Windcharger was injured during the battle later in that mission, Brawn was quick to swear
vengeance for the small 'bot. Fire on the Mountain. When Sparkplug Witwicky was kidnapped by
the Decepticons, Windcharger was in the group which tunneled beneath the Decepticon base ,
using his magnetic field to detect when they'd reached their destination and carrying Sparkplug
from the base. Along with the other Autobots, he was unsuccessful in preventing Megatron

from bringing Cybertron into Earth's orbit. The Ultimate Doom, Part 1 After Bumblebee fell into a
chasm during the Autobot retreat, Windcharger used his tractor beam to pull the little Autobot
out. The Ultimate Doom, Part 2. They found the Insecticons feeding on a field of hay, but had
trouble fighting them off. Windcharger had to set up a repulsor field to stop them from being cut
to bits by the spikes from Shrapnel 's grenade. The rest of the Autobots turned up in time to
save their bacon, and they pursued the Decepticons to a nearby refinery. A Plague of
Insecticons. Windcharger was in the group of Autobots who attempted to defend a new Air
Force rocket base from the Decepticons. He and Ratchet were taken out by an attack from
behind by Soundwave , who was promptly given the boot by Brawn. Windcharger was OK
though, and later helped the other Autobots try to reason with Spike Witwicky when the boy was
placed in a robot body and went a little nuts. Autobot Spike He was hanging around Autobot HQ
when Teletraan I detected strange readings from the bottom of the Atlantic, but didn't bother
volunteering to go check it out. Atlantis, Arise! At one point, he helped the other Autobots
construct detection plates to increase Headquarter's security grid. Enter the Nightbird. Much
like the other Autobots, Windcharger was bemused by Optimus Prime's odd behavior after one
particular battle, and even more confused when a second Optimus drove into Headquarters.
Their test to determine the real Prime proved inconclusive, however the Autobots were alerted
by strange energy readings from the crevasse the earlier battle had taken place at. Returning to
the scene, they battled the Decepticons again, however Windcharger and Spike spotted
Starscream acting oddly, and found Megatron's control center , from which he was controlling
the false Prime. Before they could return to warn the other Autobots, the pair were spotted, and
Windcharger was knocked into the crevasse, where he only escaped destruction by
transformingâ€”his vehicle mode tires insulated him from the korlonium crystals filling the
crevasse. He was able to climb out and warn the other Autobots. A Prime Problem. Windcharger
was around when Wheeljack attempted to demonstrate how he'd taught the Dinobots to better
control their abilities. It didn't go well. Microbots All of the Autobots were banished from Earth
after the Decepticons framed them with an elaborate plan. Megatron's Master Plan, Part 2. After
a close call with Cybertonium depletion, Windcharger was around for a ceremony honoring
Spike, Carly and the Dinobots for retrieving more of the valuable substance from Cybertron. As
the other Autobots were picked off by Lord Chumley and his servant Dinsmoore , Windcharger
narrowly escaped one of their fiendish traps. Prime Target. Windcharger was among the five
Autobots who disguised themselves as Stunticons in order to halt one of Megatron's evil
schemes; he camouflaged himself as Wildrider. When the group was forced to become a fake
Menasor , Windcharger's magnetic powers were essential to pull the Autobots together for the
illusion. Windcharger was among the Autobots killed at the Battle of Autobot City ; Arcee pulled
his corpse into the shelter of a bunker and laid it alongside that of Wheeljack. The
Transformers: The Movie. This character article is a stub and is missing information on their
fictional appearances. You can help Transformers Wiki by expanding it. Windcharger greeted
Kenji , the Autobots' new human friend, when he came to visit their headquarters in Japan.
Shortly afterwards, the city of Yokohama came under attack from the Decepticons, and
Windcharger followed Optimus Prime to the site of the battle. Super Robot Lifeform
Transformers 4. After the Autobots had foiled the Decepticons' latest plan , Windcharger and
dozens of other Autobots arrived at the villains base alongside Scramble City to punish them
for their misdeeds. Full Throttle Scramble Power! Volcanicus comic 2. In the of a split timeline ,
Wheeljack was granted a vision by the time-tossed Decepticon Ravage of Windcharger's
looming death in the year The scientist resolved to save his life. Project: Bodyshop. One of the
BTs ended up being possessed by the spark of a future Transformer , while the other was
implanted with an evil laser core by Unicron and became Decepticharge. Windcharger would
nevertheless still receive a Binaltech body. When Decepticharge and Blackarachnia attacked the
EDC Space Center, Windcharger went face-to-face with Decepticharge and destroyed both of
themselves with the full might of his magnetic powers. A Flash Forward, Part 2. In an alternate
timeline where Optimus Prime survived the Battle of Autobot City , Windcharger's body was
lined up with other victims of the battle to be honored. When Bombshell used a cerebro-shell to
control the Dinobots and send them on a violent rampage, Optimus Prime had few options. One
option involved letting Mirage use a hologram of Optimus Prime to lure the Dinobots over a cliff.
The other was to allow Windcharger to use his magnetic powers to remove the shells from a
distance. Windcharger was eager to be chosen. But how far away should he stand? If he stands
too close, he may cause a whirlwind of magnetic destruction that would rip the Dinobots to
shreds, causing dino-corpse parts to fly about and knock the Autobots around! But if he stands
too far away, his powers may have no effect and everyone will die helplessly at the hands of
their brainwashed comrades. In the alternate path, he did just that. From feet away, his magnetic
field harmlessly popped all four shells right off. The next day, in one possible path, Skids

returned to the Ark to report Bumblebee disappearing after radioing him about a secret base
inside Mount Lomas where the Decepticons were ready to process black coral into superfuel.
While Prowl wanted to have the Dinobots infiltrate and back-stab the Decepticons, Windcharger
advocated an immediate all-out assault, partly for Bumblebee's sake. Turns out either course of
action would produce an Autobot victory, but Topspin didn't fare as well if Optimus selected
Windcharger's plan. Dinobots Strike Back. In one possible sequence of events, Windcharger
was sent out alongside Powerglide and Beachcomber to investage a secret Decepticon fortress
discovered by Beachcomber. Once the three Autobots arrived at cliff face that concealed the
Decepticons' base, the three of them debated on which course of action they would take. If the
three Autobots decided to walk through the main entrance of the Decepticons' base,
Windcharger was the first to charge forward. Unfortunately for Windcharger, the doors slammed
shut upon him, crushing him into a heap of smoking metal. Fortunately for Windcharger,
Rumble was tricked into creating an earthquake that incapacitated the Decepticons almost
immediately, allowing for Powerglide and Beachcomber to retrieve his remains, and bring them
to Ratchet for repairs. If the trio decided instead to look for an alternate entrance into the
Decepticon fortress, they discovered a narrow passageway hidden behind bushes and scrubs.
Beachcomber then led his squad into the passageway until they emerged into a storage room.
Leading out of the storage room was a passage not unlike the one from which they had just
emerged, and a brightly lit corridor. Windcharger voted to explore the other dark passageway. If
Beachcomber joined Windcharger, the two of them soon found themselves before a heavy
stone doorway. Hearing Decepticon voices beyond the door, the pair argued whether or not to
try spring a surprise attack on the Decepticons. If Beachcomber decided to proceed with
Windcharger and attack, the two Autobots started to argue once more on how to get through
the heavy door. While Windcharger was eager to use his magnetic abilities to bust it down,
Beachcomber considered attempting to decode the door's access lock. If the pair managed to
decode the door's password, they found themselves intruding upon Megatron's secret chamber.
Upon hearing Megatron approaching, the pair grabbed him from behind. Taken by surprised, the
Decepticon leader was tricked into thinking that the Autobots had has base surrounded, and
was made to have the Decepticons surrender. If the pair were unable to decode the door's
password, Windcharger attempted to smash the door down, despite Beachcomber's protests.
All Windcharger managed to do was make a lot of noise, and the two Autobots fled.
Unfortunately, as they retreated, they were spotted by Megatron, who blocked off their exit in
his weapon mode. The Decepticon leader then promptly slaughtered the pair. If Beachcomber
decided to explore the brightly-lit corridor with Powerglide, Windcharger was unable to find
anything of importance on his own. The trio returned to Autobot headquarters to relate their
findings to Optimus Prime. The Decepticons planned to use a Destruction Beam to create a fault
line near Center City, which would in turn be exploited by Rumble's earthquake-inducing
abilities to destroy the entire area. It is unknown which group, if any, Windcharger was assigned
to. Windcharger was ordered executed by Buzzsaw while the Decepticons carried on with their
evil deeds. The noise the convoy had heard, which had led to Powerglide stalling out, was a
large explosion in the distance. Optimus sent Cosmos to investigate the noise. En route, the
Autobots passed near a human town, but began floating in mid-air before being able to reach it.
Evidently, the phenomenon was caused by a Decepticon anti-gravity weapon. Then, the
Autobots heard Decepticons approaching. Helpless in their current position, the Autobots were
quickly eradicated by the Decepticons. If Optimus ordered his troops to attack the Decepticon
base, they soon reached an area free of the anti-gravity beam's influence. They were then
attacked by a small fleet of Decepticons. The Decepticons were quickly forced to break off their
attack and retreated. But with the battle over, the Autobots noticed a small human boy at their
feet. The Autobots then headed for the Decepticon base, with their stowaway. Megatron
delivered an ultimatum; if the Autobots did not surrender Optimus Prime to the Decepticons
immediately, he would use his gravity beam to have the nearby humans float off into space. If
the Autobots decided to continue with their initial plan to simply attack the Decepticon base,
their advance was halted by a force field. Megatron then fired his beam in all directions, causing
a ripple effect that sent everything not fastened down to the Earth's surface to float helplessly
out into space. Alternatively, the Autobots could concoct a plan where Optimus would pretend
to allow himself to be taken prisoner, per Buddy's suggestion. In actuality, Windcharger and the
rest of the Autobots were hidden away inside Optimus's trailer. The Autobots then led a
surprise attack on their unsuspecting foes. Seeking out the control room, Windcharger came
face-to-face with a Decepticon drone, demanding a password. The Decepticons being rather
uncreative with the passwords, Windcharger settled on two possible phrases that had a high
possibility of being correct. Windcharger then easily turned off the bases's forcefield. In the
event that Buddy tampered with the gravity gun in the ensuing battle, the Autobots would

emerge victorious. In the event that Buddy instead entered a space-time anomaly created
throughout the course of the battle, the Autobots would lose their fight against the Decepticons,
and Windcharger wound up either injured or dead. In a completely different possible sequence
of events, wherein Cosmos had taken off to explore the Decepticon base on his own, The
Autobot convoy were surprised to see two Cosmoses flying back towards them some time later.
Both Cosmoses declared themselves to be the real one, and urged Optimus to destroy the
other. If Optimus destroyed the wrong Cosmos, the duplicate obliterated Windcharger and the
rest of the Autobots with the proton bomb it housed within its body. They were soon met by a
squad of flying Decepticons, but were at a strict disadvantage against their adversaries as their
vehicle modes possessed no weapons. Desert Flight. Windcharger's magnetic powers come
from his magnetic gun, rather than being built into his superstructure. Upon seeing the
Decepticons hauling out barrels of poison, Windcharger suggested that he drive down and use
his magnetic powers to cause a ruckus. The rest of the Autobots would then be able to come in
and take care of the Decepticons easily. The Decepticons were forced to retreat, and the lab was
destroyed, allowing the Autobots to drive back to base victoriously. Decepticon Poison.
Windcharger helped fend off a Decepticon attack. Windcharger set out to find more fuel before it
was too late, only for Hound to tell him that the Decepticons were already approaching.
Thankfully, Optimus returned just in time with a new shipment of fuel. Re-energized, the
Autobots forced the Decepticons to flee once again. Revenge of the Decepticons. Windcharger
was one of the thirty-five Autobots rebuilt on Earth as terrestrial vehicles. Learning that
Megatron was once more up to no good, Windcharger joined Optimus and the rest of the
Autobots in an assault on the Decepticon base. Finding themselves welcomed with open arms
into the enemy stronghold, Windcharger gave Optimus a confused look in response to these
bizarre happenings. The Decepticons' act was soon revealed as a distraction, and Windcharger
engaged Soundwave in combat, repelling the Decepticon with a magentic field. The Autobots
were expelled from the Decepticons' headquarters, but soon returned to do battle with the evil
robots once more when Megatron executed his plan to take millions of humans hostage ina a
bid to gain the Earth's unconditional surrender. In the fight that followed, Windcharger was
blasted by Devastator. The Autobots eventually won the conflict thanks to the Dinobots' timely
intervention, and Windcharger drove away with the rest of the Autobots. Battle for Earth. In
order to liberate a group of Autobot hostages from the Decepticons, Windcharger helped build a
statue of Devastator, from within which the Autobots could hide. Windcharger helped bring the
false peace offering before the Decepticons' headquarters. From this point on, it was up to the
Autobots hiding within the statue to rescue the hostages. They ultimately succeeded. The
Autobots' Secret Weapon. Windcharger was part of the Autobot convoy that followed Optimus
Prime into battle when the Autobots learned that the Decepticons were using a molecular
transfer device to steal fuel from all over the globe. He helped Huffer fight Starscream by using
his magnetic powers to pull the Decepticon down into Huffer's range. Having expended a lot of
his energy during the fight against the Decepticons, Windcharger was tended to by Ratchet, and
received a fuel transfer from the much less fuel-efficient Ironhide. Summertime Coloring Book.
Windcharger was part of a battle unit assembled by Optimus Prime to stop the Decepticons
from seizing control of No, really. Laserbeak's Fury. While spying on the Decepticons,
Windcharger found out that they were intending to use Doctor Heath Blaisedale 's solar reactor
to drain all the Sun 's energy for their own use, spelling doom for Earth. He returned to
headquarters to warn Optimus Prime and found that Dr. Blaisedale had already been persuaded
to help the Autobots. They raced to the solar plant to defend it against the Decepticons, but
when Blaisedale was kidnapped by Ravage , Windcharger was part of a team led by Optimus to
rescue her. By the time they got back to the solar plant, Cliffjumper had run out of energy, and
Windcharger had to push him clear of the battle. Sun Raid Listen 'n Fun. After a day of hard
work repairing the Ark , Windcharger and the other Autobots relaxed in front of the television ,
only to discover the Decepticons were kidnapping humans. Bumblebee to the Rescue He,
Bumblebee , Cliffjumper and Beachcomber kept the Decepticon base under constant
surveillance via a shift system. When Windcharger spotted the Decepticons leaving for Stanley
Lake , he alerted the other Autobots and was part of the mission to save the dam there. Menace
at the Dam When Starscream attempted to defect to the Autobots, Windcharger thought that the
Decepticon would have much useful information for them. As it turned out, it was a trick so
Starscream could pass on information to the Decepticons, but the Autobots were able to use it
to their advantage and destroy the Decepticon base. Windcharger was part of a team of
Autobots who traveled to Carob Island to investigate suspected Decepticon activity. Upon
discovering Decepticon machines digging for a unique ore, he helped destroy them using his
magnetic abilities. It soon transpired that the Decepticons were forcing local roboticist Madame
Cee to build fake Autobots, and after rescuing Bumblebee and Hound from her grasp,

Windcharger and the others made it to the Decepticon base on the island. They were initially
captured and imprisoned, but were soon busted out by Prowl and started attacking their
captors. During the battle, Windcharger grabbed Starscream and crushed him to death using
the full force of his personal magnetic field. Deadly Paradise. When Grapple was brainwashed
by Bombshell 's cerebro-shell, Windcharger was able to magnetically remove the shell from his
head on the battle field, in a manner that apparently caused no lasting brain damage. Insecticon
Attack! When the Decepticons invaded a car show at the Coliseum, Windcharger was one of the
robots in disguise who infiltrated the show to thwart the Decepticon plot. Car Show Blow Up.
Windcharger was among the crew of the Ark when it crashed on Earth , and awoke in to battle
the Decepticons. When the Autobots defeated the Decepticons and planned to return to
Cybertron aboard the Ark II , Windcharger was one of many Transformers recovered by Lazarus
after the starship exploded over the Arctic. In , the Decepticons broke free of Lazarus's control
before the Autobots, and tore through their captive enemies. Optimus Prime and a free group of
Autobots did some spot-welding to repair as many comrades as they could in a hurry, but
Windcharger was too badly damaged and remained off-line until after the resulting battle in San
Francisco was over. Prime Directive. When Optimus Prime and Megatron joined forces against
the U. He was one of the first to fall before the assault of the deconstructionites. The Autobots
were entrenched against the Decepticons on the shores of Alaska , fighting over a pod
containing Scourge , when Shockwave arrived from Cybertron. Shockwave proclaimed a new
era of peace, slaying Scourge in the process. Optimus Prime and a number of other Autobots
were forced to surrender to Shockwave's fantastically violent security force, but Windcharger
was part of a small unit that managed to sneak away and remain in hiding on Earth. These 'bots,
led by Jazz , were tasked with investigating Scourge's appearance, to gain further insight on the
unfolding events. Brothers' Burden Windcharger, Jazz, and Brawn returned to the Alaska
battlefield, only to discover that Scourge's body had vanished. Baffled by this turn of events,
Windcharger suggested that the group return to base, and leave the brainier 'bots to figure out
what to do next. Cold War. After the end of Shockwave's despotic rule over Cybertron, the
Autobots on Cybertron made contact with Windcharger's crew for an update and promised to
send supplies. Generation 1 0 Unfortunately, a group of Decepticons returned to Earth under
Starscream's command first. Windcharger was deactivated battling the brutal Bruticus , and
subsequently left to rust at the bottom of a lake. The Omega Effect Bumper, Warpath,
Windcharger and the other unconscious Autobots were then transported to a secret
underground facility. Atonement There, the EDC began repairs on the Autobots, though
Windcharger needed more work than most, and was still off-line when several other Autobots
accompanied Marissa Faireborn and her soldiers on a mission to San Desto. By the time the
San Desto mission had been completed, Windcharger was back on his feet. He and the rest of
Jazz's team said their goodbyes to Marissa before departing in the Orion. Lost and Found The
Autobots traveled to Alaska, where Prowl and the troops serving under him had already begun
construction of Autobot City. The Route of All Evil. After a brutal battle during which The Beast ,
a monstrous gestalt of unimaginable power, was released, Windcharger's butchered form lay
smoldering in a mass grave of both Autobot and Decepticon corpses. The Beast Within Part 2,
Consequences. Windcharger was an " outlier ": a Transformer who had some abnormal skill or
attribute that had nothing to do with his alt mode. He called them his "magic arms".
Functionists hate that crap, so he kept it secret and hung out at the Jhiaxian Academy of
Advanced Technology , where Senator Shockwave had created a safe haven for outliers.
Windcharger owed so much to Shockwave that he joined him and Orion Pax in a heist, risking
his life against a Senate conspiracy; his magnetic powers were used to "fly" the thieves into the
Primal Basilica to steal "the Matrix" actually a bomb without tripping any alarms. He also used
his magnetism to stop the bomb falling when Ratchet accidentally dropped it. Sadly, his
Academy home was destroyed and his mentor Shockwave brainwashed in an Institute branch.
An Intimate Beheading. With help from a group of time travelers from the Lost Light of the
future, the group took down a weapons platform sent to irradiate the hot spot's sparks : in
Windcharger's case, he magnetically hurled Pax through the platform. They then had their
memories of the travelers wiped by Chromedome. All Our Parlous Yesterdays. Some time later,
after Bumper and Fastback were killed in the line of duty, Windcharger attended their funeral.
Megatron Origin 3. Windcharger responded to Optimus' rallying call for additional support and
fought in the following battle for control of Cybertron. Broadcast Windcharger later met the
Autobot leader personally again. As the war spread across Cybertron, Windcharger became a
soldier in the Autobot army under Optimus Prime's command. When they were defending a city
from the Decepticon advancing force, Optimus Prime ordered Blurr to use his speed to break
through the enemy ranks and sow confusion. Windcharger volunteered his own rapid
movement, but Optimus Prime rebuffed him due to Blurr's superior speed, and asked

Windcharger to hold the line with Groove and Prowl. After their victory, he was seen at a
celebration talking with Hound. The Iron Age. Much, much later, Windcharger made it to Earth ,
along with Seaspray and Jetfire after the Decepticons wiped out Autobot outposts across the
galaxy. For All Mankind. He was released from captivity once the Autobots and Skywatch
settled their differences, but it wasn't long before the Decepticons struck once again. Forced to
abandon their Skywatch base, Windcharger and the other Autobots fled towards Omega
Supreme only to find themselves under attack, first from humans with anti-Transformer
sentiments, then from Megatron himself. Even the Autobots' combined firepower failed to put a
scratch on the Decepticon's brand new body, and they were defeated in short order. Woken
Furies. Most of the Autobots left Earth a while later, intending to return to Cybertron. They took
a captive Megatron with them, and seeing the powerful Decepticon leader in bonds was a
source of great interest to Windcharger and others. Windcharger was a goalie in in a game of
soccer against Airachnid and the Constructicons. Ultimate Defender. The Autobot warrior
Windcharger could enhance his electromagnetic powers by linking with Prime Masters. Power
of the Primes Windcharger packaging bio. Windcharger had been taken prisoner by the
Decepticons, and was hidden away in their maze-like base along with several other Autobots.
This prompted Optimus Prime to embark on a rescue mission. Adventure Game: Defeat the
Decepticons packaging blurb and game. Windcharger was among the Autobots handpicked by
Jazz for a mission to deliver energon to a hidden Autobot base. Unfortunately their plan was
foiled by the interference of Rampage , Tantrum and Headstrong. Road to Ruin. Windcharger
was part of Drift 's team which had to speed a vital component to a power station to prevent it
from exploding. They made it, despite interference from Breakdown and Wildrider. Rushdown
Road. Windcharger and a few other Autobots were heading back from a charity event when they
received a distress signal from a nearby human military base. Investigating, they found the
Decepticons scouring the base for the MacGuffin Generator. Though Windcharger learned of
the device's location, he was too late to prevent Ruckus from stealing it. Though the
Decepticons appeared to have won as they activated the device, it proved too volatile and blew
them off into the distance. Windcharger helped the humans rebuild the base in the battle's
aftermath. Raiding Party. Windcharger participated in battles against a variety of opponents,
both Autobots and Decepticons. Sometimes there were many of him! He was an Uncommon
character that could be recruited by collecting 35 units of Cybermetal, and 16 u
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nits of Transmetal. Transformers: Battle Tactics. Views Page Discussion View source History.
Windcharger G1 From Transformers Wiki. Jump to: navigation , search. Events from the
UK-only comic stories are in italics. Wings Universe is based on the Generation 1 cartoon , but
deviates from it in cosmetic ways and continuity points. The following summarizes one or more
multipath adventures. Details vary depending on the paths taken in-story. See the book's page
for information on alternate paths. Events from The Transformers Trilogy novels are in italics.
For a list of powers manifested by Windcharger, see this chart. Let's see what you can see This
article is in need of images. Specifics: fiction, decoy. The name or term "Windcharger" refers to
more than one character or idea. For a list of other meanings, see Windcharger disambiguation.
Contents 1 Fiction 1. Super Robot Lifeform Transformers manga 1. Transformers -Visualize- 1. I
want to tell you about the Transformers! Visualize Shot 1.

